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**Objectives:** In the Fluid and Catheter Treatment Trial (FACTT) of the National Institutes of Health Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network, a conservative fluid protocol (FACTT Conservative) resulted in a lower cumulative fluid balance and better outcomes than a liberal fluid protocol (FACTT Liberal). Subsequent Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network studies used a simplified conservative fluid protocol (FACTT Lite). The objective of this study was to compare the performance of FACTT Lite, FACTT Conservative, and FACTT Liberal protocols.

**Design:** Retrospective comparison of FACTT Lite, FACTT Conservative, and FACTT Liberal. Primary outcome was cumulative fluid balance over 7 days. Secondary outcomes were 60-day adjusted mortality and ventilator-free days through day 28. Safety outcomes were prevalence of acute kidney injury and new shock.

**Setting:** ICUs of Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network participating hospitals.

**Patients:** Five hundred three subjects managed with FACTT Conservative, 497 subjects managed with FACTT Liberal, and 1,124 subjects managed with FACTT Lite.

**Interventions:** Fluid management by protocol.

**Measurements and Main Results:** Cumulative fluid balance was 1,918±323 mL in FACTT Lite, −136±491 mL in FACTT Conservative, and 6,992±502 mL in FACTT Liberal (p < 0.001). Mortality was not different between groups (24% in FACTT Lite, 25% in FACTT Conservative and Liberal, p = 0.84). Ventilator-free days in FACTT Lite (14.9±0.3) were equivalent to FACTT Conservative (14.6±0.5) (p = 0.61) and greater than in FACTT Liberal (12.1±0.5, p < 0.001 vs Lite). Acute kidney injury prevalence was 58% in FACTT Lite and 57% in FACTT Conservative (p = 0.72). Prevalence of new shock in FACTT Lite (9%) was lower than in FACTT Conservative (13%) (p = 0.007 vs Lite) and similar to FACTT Liberal (11%) (p = 0.18 vs Lite).

**Conclusions:** FACTT Lite had a greater cumulative fluid balance than FACTT Conservative but had equivalent clinical and safety outcomes. FACTT Lite is an alternative to FACTT Conservative for fluid management in Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome. (Crit Care Med 2015; 43:288–295)
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Conservative fluid management improves ventilator-free days and oxygenation in patients with the Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS). In the Fluid and Catheter Treatment Trial (FACTT) of the National Institutes of Health, National Heart Lung and Blood Institute, ARDS Network (NIH/NHLBI ARDS Network), patients were randomized and managed with either a conservative fluid protocol (FACTT Conservative) or a liberal fluid protocol (FACTT Liberal) (Supplemental Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/B130) (1). Both FACTT Conservative and FACTT Liberal protocols provided instructions for subjects with a mean arterial pressure greater than 60 mm Hg who had not received vasopressors for at least 12 hours. FACTT Conservative targeted a central venous pressure (CVP) of less than 4 mm Hg or a pulmonary artery occlusion pressure (PAOP) of less than 8 mm Hg, whereas FACTT Liberal targeted a CVP of 10–14 mm Hg or PAOP of 14–18 mm Hg. Management with the FACTT Conservative protocol resulted in a significantly lower cumulative fluid balance over 7 days. While there was no difference in 60-day mortality, the FACTT Conservative group had more ventilator-free days and an improved oxygenation index and lung injury score (1).

The FACTT Conservative and Liberal protocols are complex. They provide instructions determined by CVP or PAOP, urinary output, and an effective or ineffective circulation (Supplemental Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/B130). For subjects not in shock, there are a total of 18 different protocol cells with instructions that include dobutamine infusion, fluid bolus, or furosemide administration. There are no protocol-directed instructions for management of shock.

Fluid management was an important cointervention in the NIH/NHLBI ARDS Network studies following FACTT (2–4). The ARDS Network investigators developed a simplified conservative fluid protocol, FACTT Lite. FACTT Lite excluded instructions for ineffective circulation because the clinical examination findings of ineffective circulation did not correlate with cardiac index (5), and the instructions in the FACTT Conservative protocol for management of ineffective circulation were rarely encountered. FACTT Lite (Table 1) provides three possible instructions determined by the CVP and urine output: furosemide administration, fluid bolus, or no intervention. Similar to the original FACTT Conservative protocol, FACTT Lite contains instructions to withhold furosemide until the subject has achieved at least 12 hours of a mean arterial pressure greater than 60 mm Hg off vasopressors. Fluid management of subjects in shock was left to the discretion of the clinical team. Although the FACTT Lite protocol has been used in subsequent ARDS Network studies (2–4), its performance has never been formally evaluated.

We retrospectively compared the performance of FACTT Lite with FACTT Conservative and FACTT Liberal. We hypothesized that the FACTT Lite protocol would be equivalent to FACTT Conservative, and more favorable than FACTT Liberal, with respect to cumulative fluid balance over 7 days, number of ventilator-free days, 60-day mortality, and prevalence of new onset shock and acute kidney injury.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

We identified three cohorts for study: 1) subjects randomized to FACTT Conservative; 2) subjects randomized to FACTT Liberal; and 3) subjects enrolled in two later ARDS Network studies that used FACTT Lite (2–4). We excluded patients on chronic dialysis from the FACTT Lite cohort to match the exclusions of the original FACTT study. Presence of a central
venous catheter was an inclusion criterion for FACTT and for the studies included in the FACTT Lite cohort.

Comparison of subjects in the FACTT Conservative and Liberal cohorts was previously reported (1) as part of the FACTT study that enrolled 1,000 subjects from June 2000 to October 2005, with a 60-day mortality of 25.2%. The ARDS Network studies that used FACTT Lite for cointervention control included a clinical trial of an aerosolized β₂-agonist for treatment of acute lung injury (2) that enrolled 282 subjects from August 2007 to July 2008. The FACTT Lite cohort included 236 subjects from that study, with a 60-day mortality of 22%. The second study included in the FACTT Lite cohort was the Early Versus Delayed Enteral Feeding (3) and Omega-3 Fatty Acid/Antioxidant Supplementation for ARDS (4) study that enrolled 1,000 subjects between January 2008 and March 2011. The FACTT Lite cohort included 888 subjects from that study with a 60-day mortality of 22.2%.

We obtained data for each group of subjects from prospectively completed case report forms that included age, sex, enrollment Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) III score (6), baseline oxygenation variables (after randomization but before study interventions), and baseline CVP. We also collected data on daily fluid intake and output, creatinine, and receipt of vasopressors at baseline and for study days 1–7. Fluid intake included the total volume of crystalloid solutions, colloids, blood products, and enteral feeding solutions. Fluid output included urine, stool, gastric drainage, and any other fluid output.

The primary outcome was cumulative fluid balance over 7 days. In a sensitivity analysis, we excluded subjects in shock at baseline. We defined shock as receiving vasopressors to support blood pressure. Secondary outcomes included daily fluid balance, mean daily furosemide dose, ventilator-free days, and ICU-free days. Ventilator-free days are days alive and free from mechanical ventilation through day 28 (7). ICU-free days are days alive and out of the ICU through day 28. Safety outcomes were the prevalence of acute kidney injury and new onset shock during the study. We also reported 60-day mortality adjusted for age and APACHE III score in order to control for differences in severity of illness among the different studies (8).

We defined acute kidney injury as an increase in serum creatinine of 50% or an absolute increase of more than 0.3 mg/dL over a 48-hour window during study days 1–7 (9, 10). Because of the significant difference in fluid balance between FACTT Conservative and FACTT Liberal, we used a creatinine adjusted for fluid balance to define acute kidney injury, similar to prior analyses of acute kidney injury in FACTT (9). For FACTT Lite, baseline creatinine was the lowest value from the 24 hours before randomization. To calculate adjusted creatinine, we estimated the volume of distribution for creatinine on the day of randomization, which is equal to total body water and assumed to be 60% of the subject’s total body weight at the time of randomization (11). For each study day, we calculated cumulative on-study fluid balance using the 24-hour fluid intake and output. Then, we calculated adjusted creatinine = (measured serum creatinine) × (1 + [on-study cumulative net fluid balance/total body water]).

We prospectively collected daily furosemide dosing for the FACTT Conservative and Liberal groups during the FACTT study. For the FACTT Lite cohort, we retrospectively collected furosemide doses from 18 hospitals in 10 of the 12 ARDS Network sites. In a randomly selected subgroup of subjects who were on mechanical ventilation, had a systolic blood pressure greater than or equal to 90 mm Hg, were not on a vasopressor, and had received furosemide, we compared mean daily dose of furosemide administered among the three cohorts. We stratified sampling by sites. We calculated the number of FACTT Lite subjects needed from each site according to a 2.9:1 sampling ratio of 2.9 FACTT Conservative and Liberal subjects to each FACTT
Lite subject in order to achieve adequate power. We then randomly sampled daily furosemide doses for that weighted sample of ARDS Network subjects from each participating site.

The Intermountain Healthcare Institutional Review Board, Salt Lake City, Utah, approved a waiver of informed consent for this retrospective study using data from already completed ARDS Network clinical trials and retrospectively collected furosemide dosing data for the FACTT Lite cohort.

**Statistical Analysis**

Comparisons of continuous variables, such as fluid balance, between FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative or FACTT Liberal groups were made with a t-test. Comparison of continuous variables among all groups was made with a one-way analysis of variance. Comparisons of proportions among FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative or FACTT Liberal groups were made using a chi-square test. Data are reported as mean ± SEM unless otherwise indicated. A two-tailed α of 0.05 was used as the threshold for determining statistical significance. To account for baseline differences influencing 60-day mortality among the cohorts, we used a forward stepwise regression model to select independent variables important in predicting 60-day mortality (similar to an approach used in a prior ARDS Network study) (8). The identified variables (age and severity of illness) were then used in a bivariate prediction model to generate adjusted 60-day mortality outcomes.

**RESULTS**

Demographics of the study populations are displayed in Table 2. We analyzed 1,124 subjects from the ARDS Network studies managed with the FACTT Lite protocol. We excluded 40 subjects on chronic dialysis from ARDS Network studies using FACTT Lite. We analyzed a total of 497 subjects in the FACTT Liberal group and 503 subjects in the FACTT Conservative group. Subjects in the FACTT Lite group were slightly older, had a higher baseline creatinine and PaO₂/FIO₂ ratio, and were more often in shock than subjects in the FACTT Conservative or FACTT Liberal groups.

Cumulative fluid balance over 7 days in the FACTT Lite group was 1,918 ± 323 mL, in the FACTT Conservative group was –136 ± 491 mL (p < 0.001 compared to FACTT Lite), and in the FACTT Liberal group was 6,992 ± 502 mL (p < 0.001 compared to FACTT Lite) (Fig. 1A). When subjects without baseline shock were analyzed (Fig. 1B), cumulative fluid balance over 7 days in the nonshock FACTT Lite group was –38 ± 375 mL, in the nonshock FACTT Conservative group was –1,240 ± 523 mL (p = 0.06 compared to FACTT Lite), and in the nonshock FACTT Liberal group was 5,235 ± 569 mL (p < 0.001 compared to FACTT Lite).

Both the FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative groups had significantly lower daily fluid balance than FACTT Liberal (p < 0.001 on all days). The FACTT Lite group had a higher daily fluid balance on day 1 (1,587 ± 88 mL) and day 2 (394 ± 79) than the FACTT Conservative group (day 1 = 1,187 ± 151 mL, p = 0.06, and day 2 = –376 ± 161 mL, p < 0.001 compared to FACTT Lite), but a similar daily fluid balance on days 3–7 (p > 0.05). We observed similar findings in the subjects without baseline shock.

Cumulative fluid intake over 7 days in the FACTT Lite group (22,232 ± 309 mL) was lower than in the FACTT Conservative group (24,086 ± 496 mL) (p = 0.001 compared to FACTT Lite) and FACTT Liberal group (28,482 ± 572 mL) (p < 0.001 compared to FACTT Lite). Cumulative fluid output over 7 days in the FACTT Lite group (20,533 ± 295 mL) was lower than in the FACTT Conservative group (24,187 ± 505 mL) (p = 0.001 compared to FACTT Lite) and similar to the FACTT Liberal group (21,463 ± 568 mL) (p = 0.11 compared to FACTT Lite).

After adjustment for age and APACHE III score, 60-day mortality was similar between groups (p = 0.84) (Table 3). The FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative groups had similar ventilator-free days (p = 0.61), and FACTT Lite had higher ventilator-free days than FACTT Liberal (p < 0.001) (Table 3). Similarly, FACTT Lite had the same ICU-free days as FACTT Conservative and more than FACTT Liberal (p < 0.001). Prevalence of new onset shock was lower in the FACTT Lite group than in the FACTT Conservative group (p = 0.007), but similar to the FACTT Liberal group (p = 0.18) (Table 3).

The prevalence of acute kidney injury was similar in the FACTT Lite group and FACTT Conservative groups (p = 0.72) irrespective of adjustment for fluid balance (Table 3). Both the FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative groups had higher rates of acute kidney injury than the FACTT Liberal group before adjustment for fluid balance, but lower rates than FACTT Liberal after adjustment for fluid balance.

Mean daily furosemide dose differed among cohorts (Table 4). FACTT Lite mean daily furosemide dose was lower than FACTT Conservative on all days except day 4. FACTT Lite mean daily furosemide dose was greater than FACTT Liberal on all days except day 6.

**DISCUSSION**

Fluid management with FACTT Lite resulted in a significantly greater cumulative fluid balance by 2,054 mL over 7 days than FACTT Conservative, but a significantly lower cumulative fluid balance by 5,074 mL over 7 days than FACTT Liberal. In subjects without baseline shock, in whom the fluid protocol was applied throughout the duration of the study, management with FACTT Lite resulted in an equivalent cumulative fluid balance to FACTT Conservative. FACTT Lite had similar clinical outcomes of ventilator-free days, ICU-free days, and mortality as FACTT Conservative and significantly greater ventilator-free days and ICU-free days than FACTT Liberal.

Evaluation of daily fluid balance provides insight into the differences in cumulative fluid balance. FACTT Lite daily fluid balance was significantly greater on days 1 and 2 than FACTT Conservative but was the same on days 3–7. Greater baseline shock in the FACTT Lite group does not explain the observed increase in fluid balance on days 1 and 2 because similar results were observed in subjects without baseline shock. One possible explanation for these findings is lower clinician compliance with FACTT Lite than with FACTT Conservative during the first 2 study days.
At the time that the FACTT study was performed, the FACTT Liberal fluid strategy represented the usual prior practice. Cumulative fluid balance in the FACTT Liberal group was similar to cumulative fluid balance in prior ARDS Network trials (1) when the approach to fluid management was not specified (8, 12). The FACTT Lite fluid protocol therefore results in a significantly lower cumulative fluid balance than the historical usual fluid management of ARDS patients prior to the FACTT study.

FACTT Lite had equivalent or better safety outcome variables than FACTT Conservative. Prevalence of acute kidney injury was similar in the FACTT Lite and FACTT conservative groups before and after adjustment for fluid balance. New onset shock during the study was lower in the FACTT Lite group than in the FACTT conservative group. A less aggressive diuresis in the first 2 days might explain the lower prevalence of new onset shock in the FACTT Lite group compared with the FACTT conservative group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>FACTT Lite (n = 1,124)</th>
<th>FACTT Conservative (n = 503)</th>
<th>FACTT Liberal (n = 497)</th>
<th>p Lite Versus Conservative</th>
<th>p Lite Versus Liberal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td>51.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>50.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td>49.5 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (%)</td>
<td>583 (52)</td>
<td>263 (52)</td>
<td>271 (55)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation III score</td>
<td>910 ± 0.8</td>
<td>931 ± 1.4</td>
<td>952 ± 1.4</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In shock at baseline (% requiring vasopressors)</td>
<td>550 (49)</td>
<td>159 (31)</td>
<td>171 (35)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline creatinine (mg/dL)</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.04</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central venous pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>11.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>11.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>12.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{P}<em>{2}/\text{Fi}</em>{2})</td>
<td>144 ± 2</td>
<td>130 ± 3</td>
<td>129 ± 3</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid balance (mL 24 hr prior to randomization)</td>
<td>2,580 ± 95</td>
<td>2,655 ± 156</td>
<td>2,875 ± 166</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary cause of acute lung injury (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td>668 (59)</td>
<td>231 (46)</td>
<td>240 (48)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepsis</td>
<td>184 (16)</td>
<td>110 (22)</td>
<td>123 (25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspiration</td>
<td>132 (12)</td>
<td>82 (16)</td>
<td>67 (13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>58 (5)</td>
<td>38 (8)</td>
<td>36 (7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple transfusion</td>
<td>20 (2)</td>
<td>7 (1)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>62 (6)</td>
<td>35 (7)</td>
<td>29 (7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU type (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>677 (60)</td>
<td>333 (66)</td>
<td>330 (66)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical</td>
<td>63 (6)</td>
<td>50 (10)</td>
<td>50 (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical and surgical</td>
<td>242 (22)</td>
<td>74 (15)</td>
<td>68 (14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>142 (12)</td>
<td>46 (9)</td>
<td>49 (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FACTT = Fluid and Catheter Treatment Trial.
Values are reported as mean ± SEM or n (%), as appropriate.
The FACTT Conservative, Liberal, and Lite protocols do not stipulate management during shock. Adequate initial fluid resuscitation of patients in septic shock decreases mortality (13, 14). Initial resuscitation of shock followed by a conservative late fluid management strategy is associated with low mortality (15). An optimal fluid management protocol for patients with ARDS would include specific protocol-directed resuscitation for shock combined with a conservative fluid management strategy once shock has resolved. Further studies could evaluate the combination of the FACTT Lite protocol with specific protocol-directed shock resuscitation.

FACTT Lite was designed as an easier protocol to implement in the ICU than FACTT Conservative. By eliminating the categories of ineffective circulation as defined by clinical examination findings (5) and condensing the CVP ranges from four to three, the compliance. FACTT Lite was designed to capture the most commonly applied instructions from FACTT Conservative. FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative should yield a similar mean daily furosemide dose, and both should have a significantly greater daily furosemide dose than FACTT Liberal. The FACTT Lite protocol had a higher mean daily furosemide dose than FACTT Liberal but less than FACTT Conservative. This may be due to 1) a lower compliance with the FACTT Lite protocol than with FACTT Conservative; or 2) a less aggressive diuresis in FACTT Lite than FACTT Conservative; or 3) a lower requirement for diuresis. FACTT Lite had significantly lower 7-day cumulative fluid intake than FACTT Conservative or FACTT Liberal. Less fluid infusion in the FACTT Lite cohort would require less diuresis, and a lower daily furosemide dose, to achieve the same fluid balance as FACTT Conservative. FACTT Lite did have the same daily fluid balance as FACTT Conservative on study days 3–7, but not study days 1–2.

A previous study from the ARDS Network (9) showed that adjusting creatinine for fluid balance impacts acute kidney injury ascertainment. Prevalence of acute kidney injury in FACTT Lite mirrors that observed in FACTT Conservative. Although acute kidney injury prevalence was higher in both FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative than in FACTT Liberal before adjustment for fluid balance, prevalence after adjustment for fluid balance was lower in both FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative. Prevalence of new acute renal failure requiring dialysis while on study would have been an ideal renal outcome variable to include in this study, but those data are not available for the FACTT Lite cohort.

Our study had several limitations. The comparison was retrospective. FACTT Lite was used in ARDS Network clinical trials after the FACTT study and secular changes could have played a role. FACTT Lite was a cointervention control rather than a primary intervention in contrast to FACTT Conservative and FACTT Liberal that were compared prospectively in a randomized clinical trial that was previously reported (1). As a primary intervention, protocol compliance with FACTT Conservative and FACTT Liberal was emphasized in the FACTT study. As a cointervention control in ARDS Network studies (2–4), FACTT Lite protocol compliance was not rigorously monitored, and we do not have precise data about compliance.

Although we did not specifically measure protocol compliance with FACTT Lite, comparison of daily mean furosemide dose between groups may act as a surrogate for protocol compliance. FACTT Lite was designed to capture the most commonly applied instructions from FACTT Conservative. FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative should yield a similar mean daily furosemide dose, and both should have a significantly greater daily furosemide dose than FACTT Liberal. The FACTT Lite protocol had a higher mean daily furosemide dose than FACTT Liberal but less than FACTT Conservative. This may be due to 1) a lower compliance with the FACTT Lite protocol than with FACTT Conservative; or 2) a less aggressive diuresis in FACTT Lite than FACTT Conservative; or 3) a lower requirement for diuresis. FACTT Lite had significantly lower 7-day cumulative fluid intake than FACTT Conservative or FACTT Liberal. Less fluid infusion in the FACTT Lite cohort would require less diuresis, and a lower daily furosemide dose, to achieve the same fluid balance as FACTT Conservative. FACTT Lite did have the same daily fluid balance as FACTT Conservative on study days 3–7, but not study days 1–2.

A previous study from the ARDS Network (9) showed that adjusting creatinine for fluid balance impacts acute kidney injury ascertainment. Prevalence of acute kidney injury in FACTT Lite mirrors that observed in FACTT Conservative. Although acute kidney injury prevalence was higher in both FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative than in FACTT Liberal before adjustment for fluid balance, prevalence after adjustment for fluid balance was lower in both FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative. Prevalence of new acute renal failure requiring dialysis while on study would have been an ideal renal outcome variable to include in this study, but those data are not available for the FACTT Lite cohort.

Our study had several limitations. The comparison was retrospective. FACTT Lite was used in ARDS Network clinical trials after the FACTT study and secular changes could have played a role. FACTT Lite was a cointervention control rather than a primary intervention in contrast to FACTT Conservative and FACTT Liberal that were compared prospectively in a randomized clinical trial that was previously reported (1). As a primary intervention, protocol compliance with FACTT Conservative and FACTT Liberal was emphasized in the FACTT study. As a cointervention control in ARDS Network studies (2–4), FACTT Lite protocol compliance was not rigorously monitored, and we do not have precise data about compliance.

The FACTT Conservative, Liberal, and Lite protocols do not stipulate management during shock. Adequate initial fluid resuscitation of patients in septic shock decreases mortality (13, 14). Initial resuscitation of shock followed by a conservative late fluid management strategy is associated with low mortality (15). An optimal fluid management protocol for patients with ARDS would include specific protocol-directed resuscitation for shock combined with a conservative fluid management strategy once shock has resolved. Further studies could evaluate the combination of the FACTT Lite protocol with specific protocol-directed shock resuscitation.

FACTT Lite was designed as an easier protocol to implement in the ICU than FACTT Conservative. By eliminating the categories of ineffective circulation as defined by clinical examination findings (5) and condensing the CVP ranges from four to three, the compliance. FACTT Lite was designed to capture the most commonly applied instructions from FACTT Conservative. FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative should yield a similar mean daily furosemide dose, and both should have a significantly greater daily furosemide dose than FACTT Liberal. The FACTT Lite protocol had a higher mean daily furosemide dose than FACTT Liberal but less than FACTT Conservative. This may be due to 1) a lower compliance with the FACTT Lite protocol than with FACTT Conservative; or 2) a less aggressive diuresis in FACTT Lite than FACTT Conservative; or 3) a lower requirement for diuresis. FACTT Lite had significantly lower 7-day cumulative fluid intake than FACTT Conservative or FACTT Liberal. Less fluid infusion in the FACTT Lite cohort would require less diuresis, and a lower daily furosemide dose, to achieve the same fluid balance as FACTT Conservative. FACTT Lite did have the same daily fluid balance as FACTT Conservative on study days 3–7, but not study days 1–2.

A previous study from the ARDS Network (9) showed that adjusting creatinine for fluid balance impacts acute kidney injury ascertainment. Prevalence of acute kidney injury in FACTT Lite mirrors that observed in FACTT Conservative. Although acute kidney injury prevalence was higher in both FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative than in FACTT Liberal before adjustment for fluid balance, prevalence after adjustment for fluid balance was lower in both FACTT Lite and FACTT Conservative. Prevalence of new acute renal failure requiring dialysis while on study would have been an ideal renal outcome variable to include in this study, but those data are not available for the FACTT Lite cohort.

Our study had several limitations. The comparison was retrospective. FACTT Lite was used in ARDS Network clinical trials after the FACTT study and secular changes could have played a role. FACTT Lite was a cointervention control rather than a primary intervention in contrast to FACTT Conservative and FACTT Liberal that were compared prospectively in a randomized clinical trial that was previously reported (1). As a primary intervention, protocol compliance with FACTT Conservative and FACTT Liberal was emphasized in the FACTT study. As a cointervention control in ARDS Network studies (2–4), FACTT Lite protocol compliance was not rigorously monitored, and we do not have precise data about compliance.

The FACTT Conservative, Liberal, and Lite protocols do not stipulate management during shock. Adequate initial fluid resuscitation of patients in septic shock decreases mortality (13, 14). Initial resuscitation of shock followed by a conservative late fluid management strategy is associated with low mortality (15). An optimal fluid management protocol for patients with ARDS would include specific protocol-directed resuscitation for shock combined with a conservative fluid management strategy once shock has resolved. Further studies could evaluate the combination of the FACTT Lite protocol with specific protocol-directed shock resuscitation.

FACTT Lite was designed as an easier protocol to implement in the ICU than FACTT Conservative. By eliminating the categories of ineffective circulation as defined by clinical examination findings (5) and condensing the CVP ranges from four to three, the
FACTT Lite protocol had fewer rows, columns, and cells dictating instructions. FACTT Lite was implemented as a cointervention control in ARDS Network studies in more than 40 participating hospitals, about one third of which did not participate in the FACTT study and had never used the fluid conservative protocol. Only limited onsite education regarding the FACTT Lite protocol was available to physicians and nurses by local ARDS Network staff. Given these limitations, FACTT Lite had to be easily understood and implemented by physician and nursing staff in the ICU.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Although the FACTT Lite protocol had a greater cumulative fluid balance than FACTT Conservative, the results of our study indicate that the FACTT Lite protocol is safe and has equivalent ventilator-free days, ICU-free days, acute kidney injury, and adjusted 60-day mortality to FACTT Conservative. FACTT Conservative has improved ventilator-free days, ICU-free days, and prevalence of acute kidney injury than FACTT Liberal. FACTT Lite can be used as a simplified and safe alternative to FACTT Conservative for the management of fluid balance in patients with ARDS.
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